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A WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES

Public Cleaning · Waste Collection · Waste Treatment · Laboratory · Environmental Awareness · Training
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SUMA has paved the way as a leader in the Portuguese waste sector

SUMA’s national client portfolio, which amounts to servicing approxi-

since 1996, with an excellency profile managing the complete waste

mately 2 million inhabitants in waste collection and urban cleaning, and

cycle, supported by its solid stakeholders – Mota-Engil and Urbaser

over 6 million in waste treatment.

groups.

The search for new challenges and corporate sustainability converged

The company’s policy for sustained growth generated synergies in

and propelled the company to look for opportunities abroad.

order to optimize the services rendered by the 32 companies held by

An ambitious internationalization project capitalizing on the linguistic,

the group, and has allowed it a broad and distinct coverage of the

cultural and historical proximity resulted in its implantation in African,

national territory. The dynamic and innovative profile on several opera-

American and Middle Eastern markets, that currently encompass five

tional fronts is evident in the more than 200 municipalities that integrate

countries, servicing close to 4 million inhabitants.

45 MUNICIPALITIES
Waste collection | Public cleaning |
Environmental education

Portugal

186

MUNICIPALITIES

Waste management and treatment

6,500,000 inhabitants

Cape
Verde

1

Oman

2,000,000 inhabitants
MUNICIPALITY

Waste collection |
Environmental education
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Angola

Brazil

26,500 inhabitants

Waste collection, management
and treatment | Environmental
education

Mozambique

5

MUNICIPALITIES

Waste collection, management
and treatment | Public cleaning |
Environmental education

230,000 inhabitants

2,300,000 inhabitants
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MUNICIPALITIES

Waste collection, management
and treatment | Public cleaning |
Environmental education

1,160,000 inhabitants

MUNICIPALITIES

1

MUNICIPALITY

Waste collection |
Environmental education

130,000 inhabitants

Operational staff

4,890

Administrative
staff

102

Middle
management

265

4

Management

Technical staff

138

677

HUMAN RESOURCES

Executive
management

Operational
staff

138

4,890
Technical
staff

1,044
Total

6,072
SUMA bets on innovative organizational and
technological policies, and motivation management strategies aimed at promoting productivity,
as well as employee commitment to corporate
culture. Behind the attitude to encourage critical

conscience that spearhead change and development both inside and outside its structure, lies a
management policy founded on the values of
commitment to social responsibility and dignifying the sector it acts in.

MSW collection
and urban cleaning
heavy vehicles

567

6

Recycling
containers

Light
vehicles

37,500

732

MSW bins and
containers

Mobile
awareness units

82,400

15

Selective
waste collection
heavy vehicles

Miscellaneous
light
equipment

286

4,600

Other
heavy vehicles

223

EQUIPMENT

Large heavy
vehicles

1,091

Light
vehicles

Bins and
containers

732

119,900
Miscellaneous
light
equipment

4,600
Installed capacity must be fully sufficient for the
services needed, always taking into account
issues of sustainability, the safety and well-being
of employees, and environmental performance –
taking care to minimize consumption and emis-

sions. In parallel, the compliance requirements of
transversal policies aimed at optimizing operations have leveraged the creation of customized
solutions to complement management, such as
the OFE system (Optimizing Fleet Efficiency).

Biogas recovery
units

Landfills

37

39

C&D waste
recycling plant

Transfer stations

61

1

84

RDF
production plants

Waste to energy
plant

4

1

MSW
sorting plants

Used lubricating
oils recycling plant

Hazardous waste
treatment plants

24

1

2

Hazardous waste
sorting plants

Hazardous
waste storage units

3

4

Ecocentres

107

Biological treatment
(anaerobic,
composting and
green composting)

16

INFRASTRUCTURES

Valorization

64

Sorting

Transfer

139

61

Landfills

37
Total

301
The state of the art facilities in key areas are
designed in view of the commitment to sustainability, and in order to get the best results and
allow integration into the landscape and commu-

nity to which they belong. The diversity of plants
and their activity focus on the achievement of the
National Strategic Plan for Solid Waste Management targets and community goals.

Tangible fixed
assets

697 M€

Total equity

212 M€

Financial
autonomy

EBITDA
margin

23%

30.4%

Operating
profit

19%
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December
2015
data

General liquidity

Total assets

156%

936 M€

FINANCIAL DATA

EBITDA

EBIT

93 M€

39 M€
Turnover
(with minoritary
interests)

2016
estimated
data

331 M€
Despite the contingencies of the international
financial crisis and its consequent impact on the
sector, the effort put into combating the effect this
has had on the waste sector has allowed SUMA to
maintain the leadership position on the national

market. The export of the successful management
model to the several countries it operates in
contributes to this general growth and allows a
stellar performance of the companies that add to
the group’s activity.

MOTA-ENGIL · URBASER GROUPS

Headquarters
and Aveiro’s
Service Center

Training Services

SUMA
Matosinhos
Laboratory

CITRUP

CORREIA&CORREIA
Headquarters and
Vila do Conde Branch

SUMA Headquarters
Avenida D. João II - nº 30, 1º
1990-092 Lisboa
Tel.: [+351] 217 997 700
Fax: [+351] 217 997 763
Mail: sede@suma.pt
www.suma.pt

CORREIA&CORREIA
Headquarters

ENVIROIL II
Headquarters/Industrial
Instalations Torres Novas
and Chamusca
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RESILEI

SIGA
Waste Park Landfill
in São Miguel Island

